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Abstract
Small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS) to ground human head impact could cause
injuries to the public. Skull fractures and brain injuries have been observed in sRPAS-related
impacts, which varied in angles, locations and velocities. This study developed a
representative quadcopter sRPAS finite element model and incorporated it with THUMS ver
4.02 50th percentile male and 5th percentile small female models to simulate sRPAS to human
head impacts. The simulations were validated with cadaver experiments. The common injury
metrics such as head injury criteria (HIC) and brain injury criterion (BrIC) were correlated
with head injury-related responses such as skull von Mises stress, brain strain, and strainbased cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM). HIC showed moderate to strong
correlations with skull stress. BrIC correlated with brain strains but at weaker correlations
compared to the correlations in other impact scenarios such as sports- or auto-related
collisions, demanding further investigation. The most damaging impact directions were
identified as rear 0 degree for inducing high skull von Mises stress and frontal 58 degree and
rear 58 degree for inducing high brain strain. Lastly, this study compared the head and brain
responses between different sexes under sRPAS impacts and highlighted the higher risks for
small female compared to average male.

Keywords
Small remotely piloted aircraft system, finite element analysis, impact biomechanics, skull
von Mises stress, brain strain, head injury metrics, head kinematics
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Summary for Lay Audience
With the increasing usage of small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS), development of
a new method to investigate the sRPAS related injury mechanism and assessment of the
injury risks are needed. This study mainly focused on using computational techniques (finite
element methods) to simulate the impact processes, collected the head kinematics, and
calculated injury metrics and parameters. The finite element analysis being applied to sRPAS
is a new approach, which systematically considered the objects’ geometries, material
properties, contact conditions and impact conditions such as initial positions and velocities.
This thesis study started with the development of a representative quadcopter finite element
model and incorporated it with a high biofidelity human model which had complex head and
brain structures and detailed meshes. The head center gravity kinematics data were collected
and then compared with the data of cadaveric experiments. With validated sRPAS finite
element model, the work then progressed to searching injury metrics, which could be used to
regulate sRPAS safety for the public. Furthermore, our study identified the most vulnerable
impact locations. Finally, our research incorporated developed sRPAS model with small
female human model. The head injury responses and risks between different sexes were
compared with small female potentially subjecting to higher brain injury risks under the same
impact conditions as an average male, hence demanding better protection.
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Chapter 1
1

Introduction and background

1.1 Brief Research Rationale
Small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS), or referred to as small unmanned
aircraft system (sUAS), are being increasingly used [1]. The sRPAS market was
worth $609 million in 2014 and increased to $4.8 billion in 2021 [2]. Operation of
sRPAS near human induced collisions [3]. For example, Chung et al. reported a case
that a 13-year-old male experienced a brief loss of consciousness and had lower
extremity numbness and weakness after a racing sRPAS impact. In the later imaging
examination of this case, the skull fracture was observed [1]. In April 2014, a
triathlete was impacted by a filming sRPAS during the race and sustained head injury
[4]. Though sRPAS emerges only in recent years and lacks epidemiology data so far,
these accidents showed the potential risks of operating sRPAS in public area due to
sRPAS’s high velocities and altitudes, especially if the impacts happen to human
head. However, there is no appropriate safety regulation to protect people from
sRPAS ground collision due to the lack of sRPAS to head impact analysis. A
systematic sRPAS-to-human collision analysis is immediately needed in finding
appropriate head injury metrics and establishing sRPAS safety regulations.

1.2 Brain and Head anatomy
1.2.1 Brain anatomy
The structure of human brain is extremely complicated. The human brain consists of
different parts and each part can process, integrate and coordinate the information
coming from different organs and send the instructions back to ensure them function
normally. Figure 1-1 shows the sagittal section of human brain anatomy. In general,
the brain consists of two major soft tissues, grey matter and white matter. The grey
matter constructs the central nervous system of human body. It consists nerve cells,
glial cells, capillaries and neuropil [5]. The white matter is made up by myelinated
axons which connect the grey matter areas (neurons) with each other. There are three
1

major parts of human brain, including the cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem. The
cerebrum is the largest part which consists of different components such as the cortex,
hippocampus, thalamus, basal ganglia and corpus callosum. The brainstem consists of
the midbrain, pons and medulla, which connect the cerebrum with spinal cord. The
cerebellum is a separate part at the bottom of the brain and is connected with the
brainstem. Generally, the brain parts are protected by the skull and there is a layer
called cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) between the skull and the brain. However, the human
brain is more fragile than other soft tissues and organs such as muscles and the heart,
which can deform without damage [5].

Figure 1-1 Human brain anatomy (sagittal section) (Adapted from Wikimedia
Commons).
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1.2.2 Skull anatomy
The skull is formed by bone structure and it has a cranial cavity to protect the brain
[6]. The human skull consists of three major parts, including neurocranium, sutures
and facial skeleton. Figure 1-2 shows the human skull anatomy with landmarks. The
neurocranium has 8 cranium bones, which include 2 temporal bones, 2 parietal bones,
1 occipital bone, 1 sphenoid bone, 1 ethmoid bone and 1 frontal bone. The sutures are
the major fibrous joints between the bones of cranium. The facial skeleton consists 14
facial bones. Although the skull has hard characteristic and can provide excellent
protection to the brain, the skull fractures still commonly show in impact cases.

Figure 1-2 Human skull (Adapted from Wikimedia Commons).

1.3 sRPAS to human head impact studies
Recently, the U.S Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) supported a large consortium
to investigate sRPAS-to-human collisions. Most of their results were reported in the
Alliance for System Safety of SRPAS through Research Excellence (ASSURE) report
3

[4]. Since the sRPAS-related injury is relatively novel, the cadaveric experiment data
collected in ASSURE report are invaluable. Meanwhile, the sRPAS-related impacts are
complicated, because the impact energy and construction stiffness, which is the
combination effect of structure and material [4], vary. Different type sRPAS can work at
different velocity ranges. The masses of the sRPAS are quite different. In addition,
sRPAS can collide with human at different impact orientations of sRPAS malfunctions.
The sRPAS failure modes were recorded in the University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH) flight test reports, in which the vertical and downward angled impacts are
reported to be most likely to happen.

1.3.1 Anthropomorphic test device (ATD)
Anthropomorphic test device (ATD), also known as dummy, was used as a method to
investigate the damage sRPAS could bring. National Institute for Aviation Research
(NIAR) used FAA Hybrid III 50th percentile male representative ATDs (Figure 1-3)
installed with 6 linear accelerometer and 3 angular rate sensor to collect impact
kinematics under sRPAS impacts [4]. The ATD can represent the full size of an average
male and it has improved head and neck biofidelity [7]. The ATD also has high degree of
repeatability which makes it easy to collect data compared to using cadavers [8].
However, the ATD test also has limitations. The first limitation for investigating sRPAS
to head impact is that the ATD can only accurately measure the kinematics and force
responses through installed sensors [9]. For skull and brain responses such as skull stress
and brain strain during the impact, those responses could not be measured using the HIII
ATD. The other limitation is that, compared to computational method, ATD test still
takes more time and higher cost to conduct, because sRPAS collisions would destroy the
sRPAS and the position of ATD and sRPAS need to be accurately placed after for
experiment. Still, ATD remains a good tool to help understand the head responses during
impacts and is commonly used in safety regulation tests.

4

Figure 1-3 FAA Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummy (ATD) (Adapted from
HUMANTICS website).

1.3.2 Post mortem human surrogate (PMHS)
Post mortem human surrogate (PMHS) subjects have been used to estimate the risk of
injury related to sRPAS impact [4]. In automotive safe field, the responses of the human
body to vehicle collision have been investigated using PMHS tests, supporting finite
element (FE) model development[10, 11]. Many skull fracture studies and safety criteria
were based on PMHS tests [12, 13]. Different from the ATD test, the PMHS test has its
advantage of using human body to study responses. Many injury characteristics such as
skull fracture can be represented. Regarding sRPAS to head impacts, the Ohio State
University (OSU) conducted multiple PMHS experiments (Figure 1-4). The subjects
were all male. Strain gauge sensors and accelerometer were instrumented on the PMHS
skull to collect skull strain and head kinetics data. It was observed that sRPAS-related
collision could induce skull fracture [4]. Although PMHS test provided valuable data, it
still has its limitations. One limitation is the high cost when involving the entire cadaveric
body. Another limitation is that the cadaver subjects lack of neck muscle tension, which
could affect head kinematics under impacts [14, 15].
5

Figure 1-4 PMHS (Cadaver) experiments conducted by OSU (Adapted from
ASSURE A14 report [4]).

1.3.3 Finite element analysis
Finite element analysis is a computational method to solve differential equations arising
in engineering and mathematical modeling. The basic concept of this method is to divide
a complicated or large system into finite number of simple and smaller subsystems
(element) and solve the simplified subsystem by partial differential equations to obtain
the critical engineering measures for solving reality problems. This method has been
considered as an important tool in studying the injury biomechanics of the human head,
because it is capable to report the internal biomechanical response of the brain such as the
transient stress pattern [16]. In addition, the FE method can help to address concerns such
as the non-standardized experimental procedures, biased data caused by lack of subjects,
or high expenses, among other experimental limitations [17]. There are several FE studies
related to sRPAS impact cases. The Mississippi State University developed an FE head
model and a quadcopter sRPAS model to determine the damage level of impact [18].
Dori conducted the simulations to investigate the thoracic injury response caused by
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impact of sRPAS [19]. However, none of these FE sRPAS models has been validated
against cadaveric data.

1.3.3.1 Review of FE human model
Currently, the human body model was developed based on computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the volunteers. The material properties of each
parts were assigned based on literature [20]. Most of head models were validated with
cadaver experimental data. The earliest 3D FE head model was developed a by Ruan et.al
from Wayne State University (WSU) in 1992 [21]. Later, the model was refined and
more details were added such as grey matter and white matter by Zhou et al [22, 23].
After that many institutions started to develop their own model. For example, in 2011,
Mao et al. applied multi-block approach to develop high-quality hexahedral brain meshes
and eventually used 270,552 elements to represent different brain parts [24, 25]. The
model responses were validated according to data collected from thirty five experimental
cases, including brain pressure, skull-brain relative motion, skull responses and facial
responses [24]. Besides the GHBMC model (Figure 1-5a), another head model that is
also commonly used by industry and academic users is the Total Human Model for safety
(THUMS) model (Figure 1-5b), which was developed by Toyota Central R&D Lab. In
addition, there are other FE head and brain models, including Kungliga Tekniska
Högskolan (KTH) [26], University of Dublin Brain Trauma Model (UCDBTM) [27],
Simulated injury Monitor (SIMon) FEHM [28], University Louis Pasteur of Strasbourg
(ULP) finite element head model [29] and Dartmouth Head Injury Model (DHIM) or
WPI model [30].

7

Figure 1-5 Different finite element head models' cross-section view. (a) GHBMC
model; (b) THUMS model.

1.4 Research objectives
In order to better understand head responses and injury risks induced by sRPAS to human
head impact and hence support safety regulation development, the thesis focused on the
below objectives.
#1 developing a high quality quadcopter sRPAS FE model and combining it with high
biofidelity human model (THUMS) to understand sRPAS to head impacts
#2 validating the models according to PMHS experimental data
#3 conducting the sensitivity studies regarding sRPAS impact locations and angles for
better understanding the tolerances and effects of slightly varying impact postures
#4 investigating how several mainstream injury metrics such as HIC and BrIC could be
applied to sRPAS collision related head injuries and providing data to support sRPAS
safety regulation development
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#5 investigating the differences between average male and small female to support the
protection of vulnerable population.

1.5 Thesis structure
Chapter 1 introduces the background of head injuries and sRPAS to human head impacts.
Also, in this chapter the major investigating methods such as PMHS test, dummy test and
FE models are introduced.
Chapter 2 describes the methods of development of a representative quadcopter sRPAS
FE model. The sRPAS model was combined with THUMS model to simulate PMHS
(Cadaver) experiments conducted by OSU. The linear acceleration and rotation velocity
curves from PMHS tests were used to validate the FE models. Based on validated
simulations, skull stress and brain strain were analyzed. In addition, sensitivity study was
conducted to investigate the effects of small shifts of location, angle during the collision.
Chapter 3 describes the current mainstream head injury metrics (HIC and BrIC). The
correlations of head kinematics, injury metrics and head injury-related parameters were
analyzed.
Chapter 4 compares the head responses of 50th percentile male and 5th percentile small
female. The developed sRPAS model was combined with small THUMS female model.
Based on the scaled OSU PMHS male experiments data, the verification of simulation
was conducted. Then, the head kinematics and injury metrics predicted by both the
average male and small female models were compared.
Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis research and discusses the limitation in current study.
Besides, future study, significance, and novelty are also discussed.

9

Chapter 2
2

Small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS) to head
impact – computational model development and head
response analysis

Abstract
Understanding small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS) to human head impacts is
needed to better protect human head during ground collision accidents. Recent literature
reported invaluable cadaveric data on sRPAS to human head impacts, which provided a
unique opportunity for developing validated computational models. Meanwhile,
complexities and variances in sRPAS to human impacts and the lack of understanding of
brain strain during these impacts require systematic investigation using a computational
approach. Hence, a representative quadcopter style sRPAS finite element (FE) model
was developed and applied the model to THUMS human body model to simulate a total
of 45 impacts. Among these 45 simulations, 17 were defined according to cadaveric
setting for model validation and the others were conducted to understand the sensitivity
of impact angle, impact location, and impacted sRPAS components. Results demonstrated
that FE-model-predicted head linear acceleration and rotational velocity generally
agreed with cadaveric data with average predicted linear acceleration 4.5% lower than
experimental average and average predicted of rotational velocity 2% lower than
experimental average. From validated simulations, high skull stresses and moderate level
of brain strains were observed for several cases. Also, sensitivity study demonstrated
significant effect of impact angle and impact location with 3-degree variation inducing
30% changes in linear acceleration and 29% changes in rotational velocity, further
highlighting the need to accurately defining and documenting impact conditions in the
future. Also, arm-first impact was found to generate more than two times higher skull
stresses and brain strains compared to regular body-shell-first impact.
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2.1 Introduction
With the technological innovations in small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS), or
referred to as small unmanned aircraft system (sUAS), various applications including
commercial and recreational usages have been observed [1]. The sRPAS industry was
worth $609 million in 2014 and it has been continuously growing with up to $4.8 billion
expected in 2021 [2]. The growth of sRPASs usage may also bring the risk to public
safety because the light weighted types of these machines are operated over people with
the risk of impact human heads at speeds that can reach over 20 m/s [4].
In recent years, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) supported a large project to
understand sRPAS to human head impacts. The most recent results have been
summarized in Alliance for System Safety of UAS through Research Excellence
(ASSURE) report 14, including Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) test and cadaveric
test [4]. Various impact directions including frontal, lateral, and top impacts and various
velocities of sRPAS-to-head impacts have been studied. The PMHS experiments
provided an invaluable opportunity to develop and validate sRPAS to human head impact
finite element (FE) simulations. Prior to the ASSURE cadaveric data, while FE
simulations of sRPAS to head impacts have been studied [31], the validations against
cadaveric data have yet to be conducted. To predict injury risks, the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority and Monash University investigated an injury prediction model for sRPAS-toground person collision, which could estimate the injury severity by the function of drone
mass and impact velocity [32]. A mathematical model was proposed by Xin to predict
injury level of drone to human impact [33]. Magister proposed a modelling method to
assess the sRPAS-related injury based on blunt ballistic impact [34].
Both cadaveric experiments and FE models provided useful information in understanding
head injuries. An AIS2 skull linear fracture was observed from one quadcopter-type
sRPAS to head impact among various impacts [35]. While subject-specific bone
structure, quality, and thickness could affect the risk of skull fracture, understanding skull
stress distributions under various impacts can provide more insights into the injury
mechanisms, for which FE head model has been helpful. Position and Personalize
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Advanced Human Body Models for Injury Prediction (PIPER) scalable child model was
used to investigate the relationship between skull stress and skull fracture [36] for
children. From the study, it was noticed that the model predicted stress responses, such as
von Mises stress, can better predict skull fracture than kinematic-based injury measures
[37]. Another important topic that the existing cadaveric testing hasn’t addressed yet is to
understand brain strains, partially because either brain-skull relative motion or brain
strains need to be evaluated with meticulous setting through either using high-speed Xray [38, 39] or sonomicrometry crystals [40]. To this, validated 3D human head FE
models can provide unique information on detailed brain strains during sRPAS to head
impacts.
There are various human full-body models that include the head and neck for conducting
sRPAS to human impact simulations, including the GHBMC (Global Human Body
Model Consortium) with validated head & neck components [41, 42] and THUMS (Total
Human Model for Safety) full-body model [43]. Especially, the THUMS v4.02 has been
improved with a detailed brain model that has been used for brain injury analysis [44-48].
These full-body FE models provide an opportunity to not only investigate head linear and
rotational kinematics during sRPAS to human impacts, but also investigate skull stresses
and brain strains directly related to head injuries.
The main objective of this study was to understand sRPAS to human head impact
dynamics and head responses from these impacts. A representative quadcopter style FE
model was developed and validated against cadaveric data under a total of 17 impact
scenarios including frontal, lateral and top impacts. Based on validated impact
simulations and validated human head model, both skull von Mises stress and brain
maximum principal strain (MPS) were analyzed. Moreover, the sensitivity studies on
impact angles and impact directions, which are difficult and expensive to conduct on
cadaveric subjects, were further investigated using validated models. Lastly, arm-first
impacts were compared to body-shell first impacts.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Available cadaver data for validation
The sRPAS to human collision cadaveric test data are available through the detailed
ASSURE report [4]. The PMHS experiments were conducted by the Ohio State
University. From the report, 17 quadcopter style sRPAS related experimental data could
be used for FE model validation with detailed head kinematics time histories under
impacts. In the 17 experiments, 3 different cadaver subjects were involved, and all the
subjects were males with body masses of 170 lb (77.1 kg), 164 lb (74.4 kg) and 143 lb
(64.9 kg), respectively. The experiments were conducted at different angles and impact
locations, including 4 typical location settings as frontal 58 degree, lateral 0 degree,
lateral 58 degree and top 90 degree. All PMHS subjects were instrumented with head
kinematics sensors to measure head linear acceleration, head rotational velocity and head
rotational acceleration at head center gravity during impacts.

2.2.2 sRPAS model development
A representative 1.2 kg quadcopter style sRPAS FE model (Figure 2-1a) was developed
by using HyperMesh (Altair, Troy, MI USA). The FE model was consisted of various
parts, including body shell upper portion, body shell lower portion, motor casing, motor,
camera assembly fixture, camera, circuit board, battery support and battery. Totally, the
FE quadcopter style sRPAS model was made of 43,863 elements, including 14,673 3D
hexahedral elements, 45 3D prism elements, 29,055 2D quads elements, 82 2D triangular
elements and 8 1D beam element. The mesh quality for the FE model was meticulously
improved to a high level. For 3D solid elements, only 1.0% of elements had warpage
greater than 5 with the maximum value of 13.39. All 3D elements had aspect ratio below
5 with maximum aspect ratio of 3.38. 2.6% of elements had Jacobian less than 0.7 with
the minimum value of 0.56. 1.6% of elements had element length less than 1 mm with the
minimum value of 0.7 mm. 3.8% of elements had element length greater than 3.5 mm
with the maximum value of 4 mm. For 2D shell elements, 4% of elements had warpage
value greater than 5 with the maximum value of 15.01. All 2D elements had aspect ratio
below 5 with the maximum value of 4.16. 1.8% of 2D elements had Jacobian value
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smaller than 0.7 with the minimum value of 0.44. All 2D elements had element length
greater than 1 mm and 6.5% elements had length greater than 3.5 mm with maximum
length of 4.98 mm. Besides ensuring mesh qualities, the dimensions of the FE model
were verified based on the sRPAS specifications (Figure 2-1b).
The sRPAS FE model was defined with the upper and lower portions being separated.
For a physical sRPAS, the upper and lower body shells were connected by clips located
at the shell edge. During the collision, these weakly connected clips would break, and the
upper and lower body shells would separate due to shell deformation. While for the arm
portion, screws were used to reinforce the connection between two shells, preventing
separation. To better represent these features in the FE model, the node connections
between upper and bottom shell were implemented at four drone arms while there was no
node connection in the rest of edge space (Figure 2-1c). Due to deformation, force would
transfer between the upper and bottom shells through the edge between them. Therefore,
edge-to edge contact was added in the FE model.
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Figure 2-1 sRPAS finite element model details. (a) was sRPAS finite element model.
The model included detail components, (b) was verified in terms of overall
dimensions, and (c) was defined with an edge contact between upper and lower body
shell except the arm region.
The body shell thickness was one major factor affecting the overall sRPAS stiffness. To
determine the thickness of body shell in modelling, 10 different locations were selected
and measured by a Vernier caliper on both upper and bottom drone shell. The
measurements yielded an average of 1.34 mm with a standard deviation of 0.094 mm. In
addition, on body shell, there were strengthened bars which would increase stiffness. By
both measuring the average drone body shell thickness and considering the effect of
widely distributed strengthening bars, the final thickness of body shell was defined as 1.5
mm.
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The material properties of various parts of the sRPAS FE model were referred to
published data in ASSURE report, which are summarized in Table 2-1. Polycarbonate
material was assigned to the body shell and camera support (Table 2-1a). The camera
assembly fixture, camera, and motor casing were modeled using Cast Aluminum 520F.
Motor was modeled using Steel 4030. The circuit board was modeled using G10 Fiber
glass. The battery and battery support were simplified as elastic materials. The FE model
has a total weight of 1.207 kilograms, which is consistent with the physical model. Table
2-1b shows the drone material parameters.
The body shells were postulated as the most critical parts during collisions because the
shells would directly contact with human head. The energy of a moving sRPAS would
first transfer from body shells to head. Therefore, the material properties of drone body
shell was estimated to play an important role in the collision of a sRPAS to human head.
In general, the shell was made from polycarbonate plastic which was a strong and tough
material used in engineering structures. According to ASSURE report, the Johnson-Cook
model was found appropriate to simulate shells. Table 2-1c summarizes the material
properties of polycarbonate based on the ASSURE report.
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Table 2-1 Material properties
(a) Parts and material types
Drone Part
Drone body shell
Camera assembly fixture
Camera
Motor casing
Motor
Circuit board
Camera support
Battery support
Battery

Material
Polycarbonate
Cast Aluminum 520 F
Cast Aluminum 520 F
Cast Aluminum 520 F
Steel 4030
G10 Fiber glass
Polycarbonate
Elastic
Elastic

(b) General material properties
Material

Cast Aluminum 520F
Steel 4030
G10 Fiber glass
Battery

Young’s
modulus
(MPa)
66,600
200,500
13,790
500

Poisson’s ratio

Density
(ton/mm^3)

0.33
0.29
0.12
0.33

2.87E-09
8.65E-09
1.98E-09
5.477E-09

(c) Detailed material properties of polycarbonate
Density
(kg/m3)
1197.8

Young’s
Modulus
(GPa)
2.59

Shear
Modulus
(GPa)
0.93

A
(MPa)

B
(MPa)

C

m

n

Cv
(KJ/kgK)

Tmelt
(K)

80

75

0.0052

0.548

2

1.3

562

2.2.3 sRPAS to head impact
2.2.3.1 THUMS human body model
The THUMS Version 4.02 corresponding to 50th percentile male adult model was used to
investigate drone-to-human collision head responses. This model was developed and
released by Toyota Motor Corporation. For the version 4.02, the model can simulate
internal organ injuries at tissue level. The head model of this version has very detailed
head parts, including the skin, skull, facial bones, eyeballs, meninges, cerebrum,
cerebellum, brainstem, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Especially, Version 4.02 models
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have very detailed brain meshes and the element length of the brain part was around 1.2
to 5 mm. The version 4.02 for the 50th percentile male model contains 772,156 nodes and
1,975,599 elements with a total mass of 77.6 kilograms. THUMS model has three layers
for the skull. The outer and inner tables are defined as shell and an elastic-plastic material
model with optional damage was used to define the property. The middle spongy bone
(diploe) is defined as solid and the material is defined by an elastic viscoplastic material.
The brain part includes the white matter and grey matter which are defined by nearly
incompressive and viscoelastic material. The skin and flesh parts are represented as
hyperelastic material. The skull inner nodes and arachnoid nodes were defined as tied
contact and a low shear modulus cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layer was created to allow
some brain surface motion. The detailed human head components’ material properties are
shown in Table 2-2.The neck model was developed based on the anatomy with vertebral
bodies, discs, ligaments, muscles defined providing a human-like response. The inferior
part of head is attached to the neck model and the merging position is located at occipital
condyle. The muscles are modeled as 1D element and the attachment points to bony part
are referred to actual insertion points. However, in THUMS model version 4.02, the
contract forces at neck was not included. The head model was validated by several
experiments, including translational impact conducted by Nahum et al. (1977) to validate
brain pressures; translational impact conducted by Yoganandan et al. (1995) to validate
skull impact forces; translational and rotational impact conducted by Hardy et al. (2001)
and Kleiven and Hardy (2002) to validate brain-skull relative motion. The neck parts of
THUMS model was validated by dynamic axial loading by Nightingale et al. (1997) [43].
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Table 2-2 Human head model material properties
Human head
components

Cerebrum
Cerebellum
Brainstem
CSF

Head
Component
Scalp
Cortical bone
Spongy bone

Viscoelastic material model
Density
Bulk density
ShortLong(kg/m^3)
(GPa)
term
term
shear
shear
modulus
modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
1060
2.16
0.006
0.0012
1060
2.16
0.006
0.0012
1060
2.16
0.006
0.0012
1000
2.00
0.0004
0.0001
Elastic/ Elastic-plastic material model
Density
(kg/m^3)
1000
1920
1000

Young’s
modulus
(MPa)
22
14900
1090

Decay
Constant
(Beta s^1)
80
80
80
80

Poisson’s ratio

0.42
0.22
0.22

2.2.3.2 Simulation of 1.2 Kg representative sRPAS to human head
impact
Both HyperMesh and LS-PrePost version 4.3 (LSTC/ANSYS, Livermore, CA) were used
for the sRPAS model and THUMS model integration during the preprocessing stage.
Initial boundary/loading conditions included placing sRPAS model relative to human
head, setting sRPAS flying velocities, and defining contact condition between sRPAS
and human head. The initial position, angles and velocities were referred to Ohio State
University (OSU) PMHS experiments settings (Table 2-3). Figure 2-2 shows the 50th
percentile THUMS model (Figure 2-2a) and four typical sRPAS to head impact
directions, including lateral 0-degree (Figure 2-2b), frontal 58-degree (Figure 2-2c),
lateral 58-degree (Figure 2-2d) and top 90-degree impacts (Figure 2-2e). The
*INITIAL_VELOCITY in LS-DYNA (LSTC/ANSYS, Livermore CA) was used to
assign the flying velocity. The *AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE was used to
define the contact between sRPAS model and human head model. The friction coefficient
was set as 0.3 between the drone and the head. The numerical accelerometers were
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defined on the human head model to collect linear acceleration and rotational velocity at
head center of gravity following local coordinates. Both head linear acceleration and
rotational velocity were plotted every 0.01 ms (100 kHz). It was observed that direct
resultant acceleration output from LS-PrePost would induce artificial numbers at the
middle to later stage. Hence, linear acceleration of x, y, and z directions were first filtered
with low-pass CFC (channel frequency class) 1000 Hz filter and then resultant
acceleration calculated from filtered x, y, and z data. Rotational velocities were filtered
with CFC 180 Hz filter.
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Table 2-3 sRPAS to head impact setups. FPS: foot per second. OSU: Ohio State
University.
Case #

Impact
Direction

Sex

Lateral

Impact
Angle
degree)
0

Cadaver
Subject

Male

Impact
Velocity
m/s (FPS)
16.8 (55.1)

1
2

Lateral

0

Male

18.3 (60.1)

1

3

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 (69.2)

1

4

Front

58

Male

17.5 (57.3)

1

5

Front

58

Male

18.0 (59.2)

2

6

Front

58

Male

18.3 (59.9)

2

7

Front

58

Male

21.4 (70.1)

2

8

Lateral

58

Male

18.7 (61.2)

2

9

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 (71.9)

2

10

Top

90

Male

16.8 (55.2)

2

11

Top

90

Male

19.5 (63.9)

2

12

Top

90

Male

21.5 (70.5)

2

13

Lateral

58

Male

18.6 (60.9)

3

14

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 (71.9)

3

15

Front

58

Male

21.9 (71.8)

3

16

Top

90

Male

19.7 (64.5)

3

17

Top

90

Male

21.5 (70.5)

3
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Figure 2-2 THUMS version 4.02 50th percentile male model. (a) full model, (b-e)
typical impact directions.

2.2.4 Skull stress
The maximum skull stress was obtained from LS-PrePost. Normally, the maximum skull
stress happened at the very beginning of collision. In Ls-PrePost, highest von Mises
stresses from skull shells were visually determined and their time histories were plotted.
Then, the time histories of nine elements with highest stresses, which were visually
selected based on stress contours, were plotted and the averaged curve was obtained. The
maximum value on the averaged curve represented as the maximum skull stress.

2.2.5 Brain strain and cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM)
The entire brain maximum principal strain distribution over the 40 milliseconds impact
durations were analyzed. The CSDM is a method to evaluate the deformation-related
brain strains caused by head impact. It calculates the volume fraction of brain
experiencing strains greater than a critical level. In this study, the volume of all the
elements which experienced a strain level over specified threshold values was recorded
and the fraction of recorded volume to the total brain volume resulted in the CSDM
value. For CSDM15, the volume of brain elements experiencing strains above 0.15 would
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be calculated. The calculated CSDM values were further verified with brain strain
contour to confirm a visual agreement between high CSDM and large high-strain areas.
The in-house CSDM code was used and its accuracy has also been verified in our
previous human and animal brain strain analysis.

2.2.6 Sensitivity analysis – Impact location, angle, and arm first
2.2.6.1 Impact location and angle
It could be reasonably postulated that the three cadaver heads used in experiments
possessed different shapes that could affect the definition of impact location and angle
relative to the human head. Hence, despite the FE model has been meticulously exercised
to best match with experimental settings, a sensitivity analysis on the impact location and
angle could help to understand the changes of head kinematics if small impact angle and
impact direction changes occurred. Four typical direction cases (Figure 2-3) were used as
original cases for sensitivity study. For angle sensitivity of all directions, the impact
angles were increased and decreased at ±3 degrees (Figure 2-3a). For impact position
sensitivity, the initial positions were change at ±5 mm and ±10 mm (Figure 2-3b)
perpendicular to the moving direction of sRPAS. All other variables were kept the same.

2.2.6.2 Arm-first impacts
Arm-first scenario was considered as a possible impact scenario as one of the four arms
of a quadcopter style sRPAS could contact the head first. Compared to body-shell-first
scenario, arm-first scenario has smaller contact area during drone collision. Thus,
investigating the arm-first scenarios was also conducted in this study. Figure 2-3c shows
the four typical directions for simulations of arm-first cases.
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Figure 2-3 sensitivity studies. (a) Simulation settings of sensitivity study on impact
angle, (b) impact location, and (c) arm-first impact.

2.3 Results
A total of 45 simulations including cases #1 to #17 for validation, 8 cases for impact
degree sensitivity study, 16 cases for impact location sensitivity study, and 4 cases for
arm-first impacts were calculated using LS-DYNA. Computers with Intel Xeon 8-core
CPUs and 24-core CPUs were used to solve simulations. When using 2 CPUs, it took
approximately 20 hours to solve 40-millisecond impact cases.

2.3.1 Resultant linear acceleration validation
In the lateral 0 degree impact cases (1, 2 and 3 shown in Figure 2-4), typically one peak
linear acceleration appeared during the impact. The durations of the impact were
approximately 2 milliseconds. The curve shape and impact duration matched well with
experimental data for all three cases. The simulated peak linear acceleration also matched
with cadaver experiments, except for case 3 in which a high initial velocity (21.1 m/s –
69.2 FPS) was defined. For case 3, the peak linear acceleration of simulation was about
20% smaller than that of experiment.
In the frontal 58 degree impact cases in which the drone was placed close to the face (4,
5, 6 and 7 shown in Figure 2-4), the linear acceleration curves typically had 2 peaks and
the second peak was generally similar to or lower than the first peak. The impact duration
was around 3 milliseconds. Except for case 5, the curve shape and peak linear
acceleration matched well with cadaver experiments. In case 5, the simulation curve did
not match with experiment curve. However, the cadaver experiment curve of case 5 was
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not consistent with other three frontal 58-degree cases, showing three peaks with the last
peak being the largest.
In the lateral 58 degree impact cases (8, 9, 13 and 14 shown in Figure 2-4), generally, the
simulation impact duration and curve shape matched well with cadaver experiments.
However, in some cases the peak values were over predicted. In case 9 and 13, the peak
linear accelerations were 17% and 35% higher than those measured cadaver experiments,
respectively. In case 14, the simulated peak value and curve shape were close to the
cadaver experiments.
Case 15 was a typical case in which the initial position of drone was close to coronal
suture instead of the face. Under this case, the simulation and cadaver had similar peak
linear accelerations, which were 370.9 g’s and 378.2 g’s, respectively. The impact
durations were perfectly matched, which were around 2 milliseconds.
In the top 90 degree impact cases (10, 11, 12, 16, and 17 shown in Figure 2-4), the impact
durations of cadaver experiments were roughly 1 millisecond longer than those of
simulations. Generally, the peak linear accelerations of cadaver experiments were larger
than those of simulations, especially for the cases using cadaver subject 2 (case 10, 11
and 12). Under these three cases, the cadaver experiments had two peaks which was
different from simulations where only one peak appeared. Under cases using cadaver
subject 3 (case 16 and 17), the model-predicted peak linear accelerations were close to
cadaver results and the curve shapes were very similar.
From average linear acceleration bar charts of all 17 cases, we can observe that average
peak linear accelerations of simulation was 4.5% lower than that of experiment. Through
calculation of root-mean-square error (RSME), the simulation result had 95.2 g rootmean-square deviation with PMHS result and the normalized root-mean-square deviation
(NRMSD) was 0.3.
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Figure 2-4 Head resultant linear acceleration validation.Experimental data were
digitized based on ASSURE report.

2.3.2 Resultant rotational velocity validation
In lateral 0 degree cases (1, 2 and 3 shown in Figure 2-5), the rotational velocity curves
were well validated. The curves of simulations and cadaver experiments matched well,
and the peak rotational velocity values were generally close.
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In frontal 58 degree cases (4, 5, 6, and 7 shown in Figure 2-5), the curve shapes and
trends matched well. However, under low initial velocity (case 4, 5 and 6 which had
initial velocity of 17.5 m/s - 57.3 FPS, 18.0 m/s - 59.2 FPS and 18.3 m/s - 59.9 FPS,
respectively), the simulated peak rotational velocity values were underpredicted by
approximately 50%. However, under high velocity (case 7 with initial velocity of 21.4
m/s - 70.1 FPS), the peak value and curve shape were well matched.
In lateral 58 degree cases (8, 9, 13 and 14 shown in Figure 2-5), generally the peak
rotational velocities were overestimated. In case 8 and case 13, the peak rotational
velocity values were overpredicted by 29% and 14%, respectively. In case 13 and 14, the
curve shape and trend were matched. However, the peak values were 29% and 24%
higher than those of experiments.
In frontal 58 degree with initial drone position being close to the coronal suture (case 15
shown in Figure 2-5), the simulation and experiments curves had different shapes.
However, the peak rotational velocity values were close, which were 1410 degree/second
and 1443 degree/second, respectively.
In top 90 degree cases (10, 11, 12, 16 and 17 shown in Figure 2-5), the curve shapes were
similar. Generally, the peak rotational velocity of simulation were underpredicted. In
cases 10 and 11, the simulated peak rotational velocities were 17% and 18% lower than
experimental results, respectively. In case 12, the predicted peak value was 11 % higher
than that of experiment. In case 16 and 17, the peak rotational velocity values were 19%
and 29% lower than experimental results, respectively.
From average bar charts of rotational velocity, the average peak rotational velocity was
2% lower than that of experiment. In root-mean-square deviation analysis, the simulation
was 280 deg/s different from PMHS experiment and the normalized root-mean-square
deviation was 0.22.
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Figure 2-5 Head resultant rotational velocity validation. Experimental data were
digitized based on ASSURE report.

2.3.3 Skull stress
Variances in skull von Mises stresses (Figure 2-6) further demonstrate the effect of
sRPAS structures. For example, while top 90 degree impacts have similar impact
velocities as other impacts, the skull stresses were much lower than those in other cases
due to relatively larger contact areas.
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Figure 2-6 Skull stress distributions for 17 validated cases.

2.3.4 Brain strain
Brain contour (Figure 2-7) demonstrates that relatively high brain strains were produced
for several situations (such as cases 1, 2, 3, 7, 13, and 14), while in other cases especially
top 90 degree impacts the strains were small. Large variances across impact cases were
demonstrated with smallest CSDM15 close to 0 to 0.02 while largest CSDM of 0.49.
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Figure 2-7 Brain strain contours and CSDM15 for 17 validated cases.

2.3.5 Sensitivity analysis
2.3.5.1 The effect of impact angle change
Figure 2-3a illustrates the changes in the peak linear acceleration and rotational velocity
with changing the impact angle by ± 3 degrees. From the peak linear acceleration bar
chart, in general, it can be observed that with the increase of angle, the head linear
acceleration increased and the changes depended on the impact directions (Figure 2-8a).
In minus 3 degree cases, under lateral impact cases (0 degree and 58 degree), the peak
linear acceleration increased. For frontal and top cases, the peak value decreased. Under
top 90 degree impacts, with 3 degree angle change cases, the peak linear acceleration had
around 30% of variation (Figure 2-8a). In peak rotational velocity chart, in general the
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variation was relatively small (Figure 2-8b). However, it can be observed the largest
variance also happened in top 90 degree cases which had 29% of variations (Figure
2-8b).

Figure 2-8 Sensitivity analysis of impact angle. (a) Peak linear acceleration and (b)
peak rotational velocity changes for ±3 degrees impact angle changes.

2.3.5.2 The effect of impact location
Previous Figure 2-3b illustrates the changes in peak linear acceleration and rotational
velocity with ±5 mm and ±10 mm impact location changes. Under lateral 0 degree and
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frontal 58 degree impacts, the linear acceleration was not very sensitive to location
changes with maximum variation of 19.5% (Figure 2-9a). However, under lateral 58
degree and top 90 degree impacts, the location change had larger effect on head peak
linear acceleration. Under those directions, 10-mm location change induced around
27.0% of variation.
The effect of impact location change on peak rotational velocity was generally similar as
it had on peak linear acceleration (Figure 2-9b). In lateral 0 degree and frontal 58 degree
impacts, the head rotations did not change much due to impact location changes. In
lateral 58 degree and top 90 degree impacts, head rotational velocities were more
sensitive to location shift and showed a maximum variation of 21.9%.

Figure 2-9 Sensitivity analysis of impact location. (a) Peak linear accelerations and
(b) peak rotational velocity changes under various impact locations.
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2.3.5.3 The effect of arm-first impact
Previous Figure 2-3c illustrates the von Mises skull stress as well as the brain strain in
arm-first impacts, in which the arm-first impacts the head. All arm-first impact cases
demonstrated concentrated high stresses directly under the impact site (Figure 2-10a).
Arm-first impact induced much larger skull stresses and higher brain strains than the
corresponding body impacts, in which the shell first impacts the head. On average, peak
stresses for four arm-first cases were 125.0% larger than the values from corresponding
“regular” cases. Brain strain estimated as CSDM15 were 54.3% larger than the values
from corresponding “regular” cases (Figure 2-10b).
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Figure 2-10 Skull stress and brain strain contour comparisons in arm-first impacts
and their comparisons to corresponding body shell-first impact. (a) Skull stress (b)
Brain strain. The contours from arm-first cases are presented with relatively larger
sizes while the contours from corresponding body impact cases are presented with
relatively smaller sizes.
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2.4 Discussion
To investigate human head responses during sRPAS to human impacts, we developed a
detailed FE model of a representative quadcopter style sRPAS and validated the model
with 17 sRPAS-to-human-head impact settings. Model-predicted head linear acceleration
and head rotational velocity agreed with data collected from cadaveric heads. Based on
validated FE models, the von Mises skull stress and brain maximum principal strain were
analyzed. It was shown that during impacts, the human head experienced very different
stress and brain responses that were greatly affected by impact settings. To the best of our
knowledge, our study served as the first computational study with validated sRPAS-tohuman-head models and to provide data on brain strains as well as skull stresses under
these validated simulations.
Highest von Mises skull stress was observed in the frontal 58-degree impact simulation
(case 15, Figure 2-6). Interestingly, an AIS 2 level, 13 cm linear skull fracture was
observed in cadaveric study during the frontal 58-degree impact at 21.5 m/s speed [35].
In the literature, the von Mises stress was used as injury predictor under skull loading
conditions [37]. It was found that von Mises stress value of 110.9 MPa was compatible
with skull fracture level [36]. Roth et al. proposed a 3-year-old head model and
considered that von Mises stress was the most predictive parameter [49]. The von Mises
stress was also used as a predictor to assess the femur and pelvis fracture risk during
vehicle crashes [50].
The 17 validated cases showed a mild level of brain strains with most of strains below
0.15. However, for two lateral 0 degree (#1, #2), one frontal 58 degree (#7), and two
lateral 58 degree cases (#13, #14), a large portions of brain strains exceeding 0.15 with an
average CSDM15 of 0.12 calculated from 121,074 brain elements. For all top impacts,
the risk of brain injury is limited as brain strains are almost all below 0.1. Our data
demonstrated that further experimental investigation of potential brain injury due to
sRPAS-to-human impacts is warranted, and such an investigation could be geared toward
certain frontal and lateral impact settings. Compared to extensive brain injury data
associated with head kinematics being reported for automotive accidents or sports
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collisions, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, brain injury data for sRPAS-to-human
impacts have yet to be collected.
Slight impact angle and direction changes across experiments could be expected for
cadaveric setting, partially due to complexity in positing cadavers without muscle tone as
well as the need to release restrains before sRPAS impacts. Hence, it is reasonably
postulated that investigating the effects of small angle and direction changes using
cadaveric subjects could be challenging. Our validated computational models provided an
ideal setting to investigate these effects as impact parameters could be conveniently and
accurately controlled in FE modelling. The data demonstrated that a minor 3-degree
change could induce large changes in head kinematics especially for top impacts with
variances up to 29%. For the position effect, the lateral 58-degree and top impacts
seemed to be most sensitive with variances up to 22%.
It is possible that the arm of a quadcopter could impact the head before the body shell.
The arm-first impact simulations demonstrated a much higher risk of skull fracture as
stresses were more concentrated in these impacts for which the contact areas were small.
For brain strains, it is interesting that arm-first impacts especially generated high strains
under lateral 0-degree and lateral 58-degree impacts but low strains under frontal 58degree and top impacts. It also needs to be highlighted that the high strains generated
during arm-first impacts were higher than those generated by “regular” impacts. With
both skull stress and brain strain data, this study highlights the need to address potentially
higher risk induced by the arm of quadcopter.
There are several limitations of this study. First, although extensive validation on head
kinematics has been conducted, there is no direct validation on head responses such as
brain strain during sRPAS-to-human impacts. Nevertheless, the THUMS head model
used in this study has been validated against brain-skull relative motion data and been
extensively used in automotive and sports collision fields. Hence, the head model was
justified to be appropriate for brain strain as the strain level predicted in this study was in
the range comparable to mild head impacts. The second limitation of this study is that the
battery component was defined as a simplified block with a simple elastic material.
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Though for a physical battery, the material is much complex. Generally, Lithium-ion (Liion) battery was used to power sRPAS, and typically has several coating layers and
polymer layer separators with different material model and properties assigned [51]. This
geometry combination directly determine the overall mechanical properties and
deformation situations during collisions. Lastly, a no-fracture version of the human body
model was used and hence the stress values predicted by the model should be referred as
a comparative purpose as once fracture was allowed and happened then the stresses
would maintain or decrease. Despite aforementioned limitations, we justify that by
developing a sRPAS model with extensive validation of head kinematics under sRPASto-human impacts, we provided novel data to better understand head responses during
these impacts. Also, further experimental and computer investigation is strongly
recommended given the expected rapid growth of sRPAS usage.

2.5 Conclusions
A representative quadcopter type sRPAS finite element model was developed and applied
to conduct a total of 17 impact simulations, with different settings from lateral 0-degree,
frontal 58-degree, lateral 58-degree, to top 90 degree. Overall, model-predicted head
linear accelerations and rotational velocities agreed well with measured data from the
cadaveric experiments. High skull stresses and mild to moderate level of brains strains
were observed from these impacts, while these stress/strain values varied greatly among
different impact scenarios. Additional sensitivity analysis demonstrated that head
dynamics could be sensitive to slight changes of impact angle (± 3 degrees) and impact
locations (± 5 mm and ±10 mm) with variances up to 30%. In the impact cases where the
sRPAS arm contacted the head first, skull stresses and brain strains were higher
compared to corresponding body-shell-contacting cases.
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Chapter 3
3

Investigation of the correlation between head
kinematics, injury metrics and injury-related head
responses under small remotely piloted aircraft system
(sRPAS) to human head collision

Abstract
With the increasing usage of small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS), preventing
sRPAS-induced head injuries is critical. The correlations between head kinematics,
injury metrics and injury-related head responses such as skull stresses and brain strains
are important for guiding sRPAS safety regulation development to minimize injury risks.
The previously developed sRPAS finite element (FE) model and the THUMS ver 4.02
male human body model were combined for investigating a total of 68 impacts involving
6 different impact directions and 12 impact velocities. For injury metrics, HIC (head
injury criteria) values correlated with skull stresses, supporting the effectiveness of using
HIC. Interestingly, brain injury criteria (BrIC) values were only moderately correlated
to brain strains, weaker than the correlations in other blunt impact scenarios, suggesting
a unique, diminishing effectiveness of BrIC under sRPAS to head impacts. For skull
stress, rear 0 degree setting was considered as the most dangerous. Regarding brain
strain, frontal 58 degree and rear 58 degree settings induced the largest brain strain. Top
90 degree setting generated both the least skull stress and least brain strain compared to
other impact settings.

3.1 Introduction
With the innovation of small remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS), more sRPASs are
being used and hence regulating sRPAS to human impact injury risk is needed.
Especially, the safety of the head during sRPAS-related impacts is of the biggest concern
[4]. Traditional head safety injury criteria include head injury criterion (HIC), which is
calculated using the magnitude and duration of resultant linear acceleration based on
Wayne State University cadaveric experiments [5]. HIC has been widely adopted as a
primary head injury metric in automotive safety [52, 53]. Besides HIC, peak resultant
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linear acceleration was also regulated. For example, based on the European
standardization commission guidelines for helmet standard, the peak resultant linear
acceleration of 200 to 250 g could result the AIS (abbreviated injury scale) 4 head
injuries [44]. Also, an upper limit of 80g’s for a 3 milliseconds continuous time clip is
commonly used in automotive safety regulations.
Besides linear acceleration, head rotation could cause brain injuries such as diffuse axon
injury (DAI) and subdural hematoma [54, 55], and hence rotation-related injury metrics
are also needed. As early as in 1992, Margulies and Thibault proposed DAI tolerances
with a rotational velocity of 46.5 rad/s and an angular acceleration of 16,000 rad/s2 [56].
Recently, Takhounts et al. proposed an injury metric named as brain injury criteria (BrIC)
that takes account of impact direction effect for rotation-induced brain injuries [57].
However, whether these injury metrics could apply to the sRPAS-related impacts remains
unknown.
Tissue-level head responses such as stresses and strains, rather than linear or rotational
kinematics, are the direct cause of damage. Using finite element (FE) methods, the
investigation of tissue-level head responses under high-rate impacts became possible. The
skull stress was found to be related to the risk of skull fracture [36, 37]. The brain
maximum principal strain (MPS) was proposed as a predictor of concussion and DAI [58,
59]. Especially, the MPS was widely used in evaluating the performance of head
protection gear such as a helmet [60]. Based on MPS, the CSDM concept was introduced
as this method counts the volume of total affected brain tissues rather than peak values
[28]. How these tissue level responses correlate to linear and rotational head kinematics
during sRPAS to human impacts needs to be investigated. Then, kinematics-based injury
metrics could be evaluated in terms of their effectiveness in predicting head injuries.
The purpose of this study was to investigate head kinematics, injury metrics, and tissuelevel head responses such as skull stress and brain strain in sRPAS to head impacts. A
total of 68 simulations with 6 different impact directions and 12 velocities were involved.
The relationships between head kinematics, injury metrics, and injury-related head
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responses were analyzed. In addition, the results of each impact direction were analyzed
to help define prioritized impact settings when developing sRPAS safety regulations.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Impact setting
A total of 68 sRPAS to human head impacts were simulated. These impact cases
involved 6 different impact directions, including lateral 0 degree, frontal 58 degree,
lateral 58 degree, top 90 degree, rear 0 degree and rear 58 degree. In each direction, three
typical velocities 17.1 m/s (56 foot per second, FPS), 18.6 m/s (61 FPS) and 21.6 m/s (71
FPS) were applied. In order to investigate the effect of velocity in a larger range, the
lateral 0 degree setting was selected based on the stability of impact in this direction. 12
different initial velocities from 4.9 m/s (16 FPS) to 21.6 m/s (71 FPS) were applied.
Lastly, sensitivity studies involving small angle and impact position changes were
included. All the detailed impact settings are summarized in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 sRPAS to head impact setups. FPS: foot per second. OSU: Ohio State
University.
Case #

Impact
Direction

Sex

Lateral

Impact
Angle
(Degree)
0

Male

Impact
Velocity
(m/s - FPS)
16.8 - 55.1

1
2

Lateral

0

Male

18.3 - 60.1

3

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 - 69.2

4

Front

58

Male

17.5 - 57.3

5

Front

58

Male

18.0 - 59.2

6

Front

58

Male

18.3 - 59.9

7

Front

58

Male

21.4 - 70.1

8

Lateral

58

Male

18.7 - 61.2

9

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 71.9

10

Top

90

Male

16.8 - 55.2

11

Top

90

Male

19.5 - 63.9

40

12

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

13

Lateral

58

Male

18.6 - 60.9

14

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 72

15

Front

58

Male

21.9 - 71.8

16

Top

90

Male

19.7 - 64.5

17

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

18

Lateral

3

Male

21.1 - 69.2

19

Frontal

61

Male

21.4 - 70.1

20

Lateral

61

Male

21.9 - 72

21

Top

Male

21.5 - 70.5

22

Lateral

93
-3

Male

21.1 - 69.2

23

Frontal

55

Male

21.4 - 70.1

24

Lateral

55

Male

21.9 - 72

25

Top

87

Male

21.5 - 70.5

26

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 - 69.2

27

Frontal

58

Male

21.4 - 70.1

28

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 72

29

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

30

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 - 69.2

31

Frontal

58

Male

21.4 - 70.1

32

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 72

33

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

34

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 - 69.2

35

Frontal

58

Male

21.4 - 70.1

36

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 72

37

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

38

Lateral

0

Male

21.1 - 69.2

39

Frontal

58

Male

21.4 - 70.1

40

Lateral

58

Male

21.9 - 72

41

Top

90

Male

21.5 - 70.5

42

Rear

0

Male

21.6 - 71

43

Rear

0

Male

18.6 - 61

41

44

Rear

0

Male

17.1 - 56

45

Rear

58

Male

21.6 - 71

46

Rear

58

Male

18.6 - 61

47

Rear

58

Male

17.1 - 56

48

Rear

3

Male

21.6 - 71

49

Rear

-3

Male

21.6 - 71

50

Rear

61

Male

21.6 - 71

51

Rear

55

Male

21.6 - 71

52

Rear

0

Male

21.6 - 71

53

Rear

58

Male

21.6 - 71

54

Rear

0

Male

21.6 - 71

55

Rear

58

Male

21.6 - 71

56

Rear

0

Male

21.6 - 71

57

Rear

58

Male

21.6 - 71

58

Rear

0

Male

21.6 - 71

59

Rear

58

Male

21.6 - 71

60

Lateral

0

Male

20.1 - 66

61

Lateral

0

Male

15.5 - 51

62

Lateral

0

Male

14 - 46

63

Lateral

0

Male

12.5 - 41

64

Lateral

0

Male

11 - 36

65

Lateral

0

Male

9.4 - 31

66

Lateral

0

Male

7.9 - 26

67

Lateral

0

Male

6.4 - 21

68

Lateral

0

Male

4.9 - 16

3.2.2 Injury metric and head response
Head injury criterion (HIC)
The equation of HIC is expressed below [5].
2.5

𝑡2
𝑚𝑎𝑥
1
{(𝑡2 − 𝑡1 ) [
∫ 𝑎(𝑡)𝑑𝑡]
𝐻𝐼𝐶 =
𝑡1 , 𝑡2
𝑡2 − 𝑡1 𝑡1
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}

where t1 and t2 are the initial and final times of the maximum HIC interval and a(t) is the
measured acceleration of head center gravity.
To calculate HIC of each impact case, a numerical accelerometer was defined at the
location of head center of gravity to collect linear acceleration data. The linear
accelerations at x, y, and z directions were outputted at every 0.01 millisecond, reaching a
sampling rate of 100K frequency. The original data were then filtered by low-pass filter
using CFC 1000 HZ. MATLAB 2019 (MathWorks, Massachusetts, USA) was then
applied to calculate the resultant linear acceleration using the filtered x, y, and z data. An
in-house code was written to calculate HIC15.
Brain injury criteria (BrIC)
Brain injury criteria is a relatively new injury metric to assess brain injury caused by the
rotational motion of head. The mathematical formulation is expressed below.
2

𝜔𝑦
𝜔𝑥 2
𝜔𝑧 2
) + (
)
𝐵𝑟𝐼𝐶 = √(
) +(
𝜔𝑥𝐶
𝜔𝑦𝐶
𝜔𝑧𝐶

Where ωx, ωy, and ωz are maximum angular velocities in x, y, and z axes, respectively.
ωxC, ωyC, and ωzC are the critical angular velocities in their respective directions.
The maximum angular velocities at x, y, z direction were collected from head center of
gravity. The rotational velocity data were filtered by CFC 180 HZ. According to the
literature, the critical angular velocity applied at x, y and z directions were 66.25, 56.45
and 42.87 rad/s, respectively [57].
Maximum skull stress
The maximum skull stress was obtained from LS-PrePost version 4.03 during postprocessing, where the skull elements were examined (Figure 3-1a). The von Mises (VM)
stress was checked at the contact location between sRPAS and human head (Figure 3-1b).
To better represent the maximum skull stress value of the contact area, an average
strategy was applied. The time histories of VM stress of nine different elements, which
were visually selected based on stress contours, were plotted and the averaged curve was
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obtained (Figure 3-1c & d). The maximum value on the averaged curve represented as
the maximum skull stress.

Figure 3-1 Maximum skull stress collection
Cumulative strain damage measure (CSDM)
The CSDM is a method to evaluate the deformation-related brain injuries caused by head
impact. It can be calculated by the fraction of the brain experiencing strain level greater
than specified level. In this study, the volume of all the elements which experienced a
strain level over specified threshold values was recorded. For CSDM10 and CSDM15,
the volumes of brain elements experiencing strains above 0.1 and 0.15 were calculated.
The calculated CSDM values were further verified with brain strain contour to confirm a
visual agreement between high CSDM and large strain areas.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Linear acceleration, HIC, and skull stress
There was a strong correlation between HIC and peak linear acceleration with R squared
value of 0.9495 and probability value (P value) less than 0.001 (Figure 3-2). Meanwhile,
the impact durations, calculated as the time span of the main acceleration shape, were
around 3 milliseconds.

Figure 3-2 the correlation of HIC and peak linear acceleration (P < .001)
There was a moderate correlation between HIC and skull stress, with R squared value of
0.4113 with P value less than 0.001 (Figure 3-3). However, when the impacts were
analyzed for each direction, skull stress and HIC showed improved level of correlation,
especially for lateral 0 degree (Figure 3-4a) and top 90 degree (Figure 3-4d), which had R
squared values of 0.8543 and 0.8949, respectively. The P values of these two correlations
were both less than 0.001. In frontal 58 degree (Figure 3-4b) and lateral 58 degree
(Figure 3-4c), the correlations were not that strong with R squared values of 0.5268 and
0.4034, respectively. The P values of these two correlations were both less than 0.005.
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Figure 3-3 the correlation of HIC and maximum skull stress (P < .001)

Figure 3-4 the correlation of HIC and skull stress under different impact
directions.(a) Lateral 0 degree (P < .001); (b) frontal 58 degree (P < .005); (c) lateral
58 degree (P < .005); (d) top 90 degree (P < .001).
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3.3.1.1 Analysis of the correlation between HIC and maximum skull
stress
The direction of impact had large effects on HIC and skull stress. The frontal 58 degree
cases had relatively lower HIC values, while their skull stress values were high (Figure
3-5a). Under most of the frontal 58 degree impacts, the arm of sRPAS first contacted
with the head skin (Figure 3-5b). The sRPAS continued to compress the head during
impacts and as a result, the force transferred from sRPAS concentrated at the region
where sRPAS arms contacted with human head (Figure 3-5b & c). Through the contour
of skull stress (Figure 3-5d), the stress concentration regions could be observed at the
locations beneath the sRPAS arm.

Figure 3-5 Analysis of frontal 58 degree impacts. (a) the correlation of HIC and
maximum skull stress with low HIC and high skull stress cases highlighted; (b) the
contact location of highlighted the cases; (c) the location of head deformation; (d)
the skull stress contour with fringe level of 100MPa.
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Compared to frontal 58 degree cases, top 90 degree cases had higher HIC but lower skull
stresses (Figure 3-6a). It was observed that the contact areas between sRPAS and human
head were relatively larger (Figure 3-6b & c). The force transferred from the sRPAS was
distributed in a large contact area, which made the skull experience lower stress during
the impacts. From the skull stress contour (Figure 3-6d), the maximum skull stress
distributed through the contact region rather than concentrated on small contact areas,
producing smaller stresses.

Figure 3-6 Analysis of lateral 58 degree impacts (a) the correlation between HIC
and maximum skull stress with low HIC and low skull stress cases highlighted; (b)
the contact location of highlighted cases; (c) the location of head deformation; (d)
the skull stress contour with fringe level of 25 MPa.

3.3.1.2 Investigation of abnormal cases
In frontal 58 degree and lateral 58 degree cases, there were no strong correlations
between the HIC and skull stress. It was observed that there was one case that had
extremely large HIC, but had the same level of skull stress as other cases (Figure 3-7a).
At the beginning of impact, the camera assembly fixture and the sRPAS body shell
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simultaneously contacted the human head, which caused HIC value to be extremely high
(Figure 3-7c). The contact of camera assembly with human head contributed to the
largest skull stress during the impact (Figure 3-7d). Therefore, after excluding this case
from the correlation analysis, the R squared value increased to 0.6945 and the P value of
new correlation was less than 0.005 (Figure 3-7b).

Figure 3-7 Abnormal frontal 58 degree impact case investigation. (a) the original
correlation of HIC and skull stress under frontal 58 degree impacts (abnormal case
in red color) (P < .005); (b) the correlation of HIC and skull stress with the
abnormal case excluded (P < .005); (c) contact between camera assembly fixture and
human head; (d) skull stress contour
In lateral 58 degree cases, there was also one case that had extremely large HIC value
than other cases while the skull stress of that case was comparable to others, which
affected the general correlation of HIC and skull stress (Figure 3-8a). The camera
assembly fixture of sRPAS contacted with the human head at the beginning of collision
(Figure 3-8c), which caused higher HIC. From skull stress contour, the camera assembly
fixture (Figure 3-8d) resulted in peak skull stress on human skull. After excluding this
case, the R squared value increased to 0.7734 with P value less than 0.005 (Figure 3-8b).
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Figure 3-8 Abnormal lateral 58 degree impact case investigation. (a) Correlation
between HIC and skull stress under lateral 58 degree impacts (abnormal case in red
color) (P < .005); (b) Correlation between HIC and skull stress with abnormal case
excluded (P < .005); (c) Contact between camera assembly fixture and human head;
(d) Skull stress contour.

3.3.1.3 Average HIC and skull stress under each impact direction
HIC and skull stress values showed variances under each impact direction. To
quantitatively analyze the effects of each impact direction, the cases with the impact
velocity of 21.6 m/s (71 FPS) were selected. Under each impact direction, the results of
all the cases w were averaged for comparison. Under lateral 0 degree, lateral 58 degree,
top 90 degree and rear 0 degree directions, the HIC values were extremely large (Figure
3-9a). Under frontal 58 degree and rear 58 degree cases, the HIC values were relatively
small (Figure 3-9a). Interestingly, in small-HIC-value cases of frontal 58 degree and rear
58 degree impacts, the sRPAS not only had the movement pointing to the head center of
gravity, but also had the movement tangent to the face. Hence, the sRPAS slid down
along the face. However, in other cases with large HIC values, this sliding situation did
not happen, in which the initial energy of sRPAS directly transferred to the head through
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the direction normal to head surface. For skull stress (Figure 3-9b), the rear 0 degree was
the most dangerous case which produced the largest stress. The top 90 degree was
considered as the safest case in terms of the skull stress, which produced the skull stress
level of 50 MPa. The variances of skull stress were due to the effects of sRPAS
structures.

Figure 3-9 Average HIC and skull stress comparisons of different impact directions
(a) Average HIC; (b) average skull stress.

3.3.2 BrIC, rotational velocity and brain strain
The BrIC and peak rotational velocity had strong correlation with R squared value of
0.9732 (Figure 3-10) and the P value was less than 0.001. From all 68 cases, it was
observed that CSDM10 and CSDM15 had some correlation with peak rotational velocity
with R squared values of 0.5742 (P < .001) and 0.3809 (P< .001) (Figure 3-11a & b). The
BrIC had certain level correlation with CSDM10, with R squared value of 0.6634 (P
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<.001) (Figure 3-11c). The BrIC had lower correlation with CSDM15 than CSDM10,
with squared value of 0.4335 (P < .001) (Figure 3-11d).

Figure 3-10 Correlation between rotational velocity and BrIC (P < .001)
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Figure 3-11 Correlation between rotational velocity and CSDM; BrIC and CSDM
(a) The correlation between rotational velocity and CSDM10 (P < .001); (b) the
correlation between rotational velocity and CSDM15 (P < .001); (c) the correlation
between BrIC and CSDM10 (P < .001); (d) the correlation between BrIC and
CSDM15 (P < .001).

3.3.2.1 Analysis of the correlation between rotational velocity and
CSDM15
The correlation rotational velocity and CSDM15 was not that strong. There were several
cases that showed mild peak rotational velocities, but showed large CSDM15 values
(Figure 3-12). To better understanding this phenomenon, the rotational velocities at x, y
and z directions were collected. In Figure 3-12, one case with low peak rotational
velocity but high CSDM (red point) was selected as an example. By looking into its
rotational velocity components, the rotational velocity (in Y direction) changed to
opposite direction (from -1500 deg/s to 1000 deg/s) during the impact (Figure 3-12, top
right). The large brain strain (CSDM15) was due to the sudden direction change of head
rotational direction. Interestingly, different rotational velocity profiles were observed,
with the aforementioned case changing rotational velocity, one case peaking at the later
stage (Figure 3-12, bottom left) and one case peaking at early time (Figure 3-12, bottom
right).
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Figure 3-12 Rotational velocity profiles of different cases. The figure analyzes the
case with extremely high CSDM15 value and its angular velocity curves in XYZ
directions; the case with low CSDM15 value and its angular velocity curve in XYZ
directions; Normal case and the XYZ angular velocity curve pattern.

3.3.2.2 Average CSDM10, CSDM15 and BrIC
To quantitatively analyze the variances of impact directions, the average values of
CSDM10, CSDM15 and BrIC were collected. From the bar chart (Figure 3-13a & b), top
90 degree case was the safest case regarding brain strain during the collision. The frontal
58 degree and rear 58 degree induced the largest brain strain. For frontal 58 degree
direction, CSDM10 and CSDM15 were 0.75 and 0.37, respectively. For rear 58 degree
direction, CSDM10 and CSDM15 were 0.8 and 0.39, respectively. The top 90 degree
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cases had the smallest average BrIC value (Figure 3-13c). The impact from lateral side
had the largest average BrIC values.

Figure 3-13 Average CSDM10, CSDM15 and BrIC. (a) the comparison of average
CSDM10 value between different impact directions; (b) comparison of average
CSDM15 value between different impact directions; (c) comparison of average BrIC
value between different impact directions.

3.3.3 Scalability
Linear acceleration had a strong correlation with kinetic energy with an R squared value
of 0.9673 (Figure 3-14a). The correlation between HIC and kinetic energy was also
strong with an R squared value of 0.9929 (Figure 3-14b). Although the correlation
between skull stress and kinetic energy was not as high as HIC or linear acceleration, it
was still a very strong correlation with R squared value of 0.8853 (Figure 3-14c).
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Figure 3-14 Scalability study of linear responses. (a) the correlation between linear
acceleration and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact; (b) the correlation
between HIC and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact; (c) the correlation
between skull stress and kinetic energy under lateral impact.
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For rotational velocity, there was a strong correlation between rotational velocity and
kinetic energy, which had an R squared value of 0.9464 (Figure 3-15a). The BrIC also
had a good correlation with kinetic energy with an R squared value of 0.9299 (Figure
3-15b). Comparing CSDM10 and CSDM15, CSDM10 showed stronger correlation with
kinetic energy than CSDM15 did, with R squared values of 0.8549 and 0.6079,
respectively (Figure 3-15c and Figure 3-15d).

Figure 3-15 Scalability study of rotational responses. (a)Correlation between
rotational velocity and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact; (b) Correlation
between BrIC and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact; (c) Correlation
between CSDM10 and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact; (d) Correlation
between CSDM15 and kinetic energy under lateral 0 degree impact.
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3.4 Discussion
A validated quadcopter sRPAS FE model was used to investigate head kinematics, injury
metrics, and head injury-related responses under sRPAS to head impact scenarios. A total
of 68 cases were involved for analysis, including 6 different impact directions and 12
impact velocities. High skull stresses were observed and strong correlations between HIC
and skull stress were demonstrated, supporting using HIC as an injury metric. Mild to
moderate level brain strains were observed under these sRPAS to head impacts and these
brain strains only moderately corrected with BrIC, suggesting further investigation of
BrIC before putting it into regulation. Given the very limited PMHS studies involving
only three cadaveric heads being impacted with a quadcopter sRPAS, this computational
study using validated FE sRPAS and human body model provided an opportunity of
systematic investigation of sRPAS to head impacts.
sRPAS structure could greatly affect skull stress. Under different impact directions,
various parts of sRPAS contacted the head, bringing large variances in skull stress
response. For example, for frontal 58 degree cases, the head only contacted a small
portions through the arm shell which induced higher skull stresses due to such a
concentrated contact. For top 90 degree case, the whole bottom surface of sRPAS
contacted the head which resulted less skull stress. To reduce structure effects, simplified
testing approach like using a block to represent a sRPAS could be helpful. Excluding the
structure effect, HIC was recommended for helping mitigate stress-related skull fractures.
Top 90 and rear 58 degree cases were considered as the safest cases. More investigation
should focus on other directions, especially rear 0 degree, for which the skull stress value
was the highest among all cases. The von Mises stress of 110.9 MPa was linked to skull
fracture [36]. In our simulation results, all the rear 0 degree impacts had von Mises
stresses over 110.9 MPa . Therefore, more PMHS studies could focus on this direction.
The average skull stress of other directions such as frontal 58 degree, lateral 0 degree and
lateral 58 degree were generally lower than 110.9 MPa. However, some high skull von
Misses stresses (over 100 MPa) were still observed from a few cases under those
directions. During the PMHS experiments, there was also an AIS 2 level, 13 cm linear
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skull fracture observed in the case of frontal 58 degree impact with the 21.5 m/s speed
[4].
Rotational velocity did not have very strong correlation with CSDM10 and CSDM15, in
which the R squared values were 0.5742 and 0.3809, respectively. Similarly, BrIC had
moderate correlation with CSDM10 and CSDM15 with R squared values of 0.6634 and
0.4335, respectively. On the other hand, literature studies reported strong correlations
between rotational velocity and CSDM, with R squared value larger than 0.8 [61]. In
evaluating hockey helmet study, the strong correlation between BrIC and CSDM was
also observed [62]. In analyzing the cases in this study with low strain but high BrIC, it
was observed that rotational velocity reached the peak value late close to the end of the
impact. The application of BrIC to sRPAS safety regulation needs to be further
investigated.
In terms of brain strain responses, the top 90 degree impact direction was considered as
the safest setting which only induced CSDM15 of less than 0.1. The frontal 58 degree
and rear 58 degree directions were considered as the most dangerous cases regarding on
the brain strain, producing CSDM15 of 0.370 and 0.375, respectively. Future
investigation of brain strain-related injuries could focus more on these two directions.

3.5 Conclusions
This study investigated head kinematics, injury metrics, and injury-related head responses
in sRPAS to head impact simulations. A total of 68 simulations were conducted. The HIC
and skull stress had a moderate level of correlations with the confounding sRPAS
structural effect. Such a correlation became strong when considering specific impact
direction. A simple block representing a sRPAS could be used to minimize such a
impact-direction-associated structural effect. The BrIC and brain strain did not show very
strong correlations. Beside of peak value, the shape of rotational velocity curves also had
large effect of brain strain. Hence, the peak rotational velocity and BrIC need to be
further investigated for their efficacy in sRPAS to head safety. Lastly, the most damaging
impact directions were identified, including rear 0 degree for inducing high skull stress
and frontal 58 degree and rear 58 degree for inducing high brain strains.
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Chapter 4
4

Investigation of difference between small female and
average male under small remotely piloted aircraft
system (sRPAS) to head impact

Abstract
Understanding head responses between small female and average male under small
remotely piloted aircraft system (sRPAS) to head impact is important to better protect
vulnerable people. The literature did not provide data of female under sRPAS impact,
which limited the capability to regulate sRPAS to small female collision safety. Hence,
we used the validated sRAPS finite element (FE) model and a small female human body
FE model to simulate various sRPAS to small female head impacts. We verified the
simulations by scaling available 17 male cadaveric data using esblished scaling laws.
Results demonstrated that FE-model-predicted head linear accleration and rotational
velocity agreed with scaled cadaveric data, with average prediction of linear accleration
2.3% higher than the experimental measurement and average prediction of rotational
velocity 12.5% higher than the experimental average. Small female experienced 24.7%
higher peak linear accelreation and 81.5% higher head injury criteria (HIC) compared to
average male. However, skull von Mises stress was similar between small female and
average male. Small female experienced 31% higher peak roation velocity and 41.7%
higher brain injury criteria (BrIC). Small female also experienced 43% and 113.5%
higher cmulative strain damage measure (CSDM)10 and CSDM15, respectively.

4.1 Introduction
Different populations can suffer different head injury severities even under the same
impact condition due to differences in body mass, shape and stiffness. It was found that
concussion risks were higher among the female atheletes in sports such as baseball,
basketball, ice hockey and soccer [63-65]. In ice hockey, the rate of cocussion for
females was around 1.1 to 2.2 times higher that the rate for males [63, 66-68].
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There are several explanations regardig sex differences. Female’s smaller head and neck,
and lower body mass could play a role [63]. In addition, compared to male, female had
lower neck strength [69]. Female shows smaller extension force and shorter neck length
compared to male [70]. The strength of the neck could affect head kinematics (velocity
and accleration) during impacts [71].
Currently, there are no sRPAS-to-female impact studies available in the literature.
Without cadaveric data, the direct validation of finite element (FE) model was limited.
On the other hand, the mass-based scaling law could be applied for scaling cadaveric
male data to calculate biomechanical data that could be relevant to female. Yoganandan
and Pintar used scaling laws to develop acceleration, defelction and force-time responses
for small female [72]. The scaling methods have also been used for calculating head
responses between different species [73].
The objective of this study was to to investigate the differences between average male
and small female under the same sRPAS to head impact scenarios. The sRPAS to small
female impact simulations were verified according to scaled PMHS data. The head
kinematics, head injury metrics, skull stress and brain strain were summarized and
compared between the average male and small female.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 THUMS version 4.02 female model
The Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) version 4.02 5th percentile small female
model was used. Figure 4-1 shows the comparsion of THUMS male and female model.
The female model was generated by intergrating component models (head, torso and
extremity models). The version v 4.02 5th percentile female model contains 2,514,045
elements and 878,461 nodes with a total mass of 49 kg. The head and neck models of the
THUMS female model were validated by using the similar impact experiments used for
male model validation [74].
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Figure 4-1 THUMS male and female model comparison.

4.2.2 Impact setting
Four typical sRPAS to head impact directions were simulated (Figure 4-2). A total of 17
simulations were conducted using the female model. The detailed setting is described
Table 4-1. To ensure that the impact locations were the same for both average male and
small female, a proportional method was used. A vertical line through head center of
gravity was selected as reference and the impact locations were determined by the angles
between vertical center line and sRPAS approaching directions. After simulations, linear
accelerations of x, y and z directions were filtered with a low-pass CFC (channel
frequency class) 1000Hz filter and then resutlant acceleration was calculated based on the
filtered x, y and z data. Rotational velocities were filtered with CFC 180 Hz filter. For
injury metrics (HIC and BrIC), skull stress and CSDM, the previously develpoed
methods and codes were used.
Table 4-1 sRPAS to female head setups
Case #

Impact
Direction

1

Right

Subject #

1
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Impact
Angle
(Degree)
0

Sex

Female

Impact
Velocity
(m/s - FPS)
16.8 - 55.1

2

Right

1

0

Female

18.3 - 60.1

3

Right

1

0

Female

21.1 - 69.2

4

Front

1

58

Female

17.5 - 57.3

5

Front

1

58

Female

18.0 - 59.2

6

Front

2

58

Female

18.3 - 59.9

7

Front

2

58

Female

21.4 - 70.1

8

Right

2

58

Female

18.7 - 61.2

9

Right

2

58

Female

21.9 - 71.9

10

Top

2

90

Female

16.8 - 55.2

11

Top

2

90

Female

19.5 - 63.9

12

Top

2

90

Female

21.5 - 70.5

13

Right

3

58

Female

18.6 - 60.9

14

Right

3

58

Female

21.9 - 72

15

Front

3

58

Female

21.9 - 71.8

16

Top

3

90

Female

19.7 - 64.5

17

Top

3

90

Female

21.5 - 70.5

Figure 4-2 Typical impact directions.
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4.2.3 Mass-based scaling method
There was no PMHS experiment conducted on female subjects. Therefore, the massbased scaling law was applied to scale the existing male PMHS cadaveric data. In PMHS
experiments conducted by the Ohio State University (OSU), only the masses of whole
subjects were recorded. Thus, the whole body masses were applied to calculate the
scaling factors. Table 4-2 summarizes the detailed information of subjects used in the
OSU PMHS experiments, including subject age, standing height and body mass. From
the literature, the 5th percentile small female has an average body weight of 108 lb [75].
Table 4-2 PMHS subjects
Subject #

Age

Standing
Height (inch)

Body mass (lb)

1

60

70

170

2

73

66

163

3

67

71

143

4

67

72

193

5

74

74

195

The equations for calculating the mass-based scaling factor of head kinematics [72, 73]
are shown below.
Mass ratio: 𝝀𝒎 =

𝑴𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒆
𝑴𝒇𝒆𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒆
𝟏

−

Linear acceleration factor: 𝝀𝒂 = (𝝀𝒎)

𝟑

𝟏

Angular velocity factor: 𝝀𝝎 = (𝝀𝒎)−𝟑
𝟏

Time ratio (factor): 𝝀𝑻 = (𝝀𝒎)𝟑
Where 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 and 𝑀𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 represented for the body mass of male subject and female
subject.
The equations of the predicted head kinematics are shown below.
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Linear acceleration of female: 𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 =
Angular velocity of female: 𝜔𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 =
Time of female: 𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 =

𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒
𝝀𝒂

𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒
𝝀𝝎

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒
𝝀𝑻

Where 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 and 𝛼𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 represented for the linear acceleration of male and female;
𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 and 𝜔𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 represented for angular velocity of male and female; 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 and
𝑇𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒 represented for time history of male and female under impact.

4.3 Results
A total of 17 simulations were calculated using LS-DYNA. Each case took about 20
hours to solve 40-millisecond case using 2 CPUs.

4.3.1 Resultant head linear acceleration verification
In the lateral 0 degree impact cases (case 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 4-3), the durations of
impact were approximately 2.4 milliseconds for all three cases, which were slightly
longer than that of scaled PMHS results. For case 1 and 2, the peak linear accelerations
were 27.5% and 23.5% higher than those of scaled PMHS experiments, respectively. For
case 3, the simulated peak linear acceleration matched well with scaled experiments
result.
In the frontal 58 degree impact cases (case 4, 5, 6, 7 shown in Figure 4-3), the time
histories had 2 peaks with the impact duration of approximately 2.5 milliseconds. The
patterns of curve matched well with scaled PMHS results, except for case 5. The peak
values of case 4, 5 and 7 matched well with the scaled PMHS data. In case 6, the
simulated peak linear acceleration was 35% over the scaled value.
In the lateral 58 degree cases (case 8, 9, 13 and 14 shown in Figure 4-3), generally, the
peak linear accelerations were over-predicted, especially for case 13 in which the peak
value was over-predicted by 41.5%. In case 14, the peak linear acceleration prediction
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was 6% higher than scaled PHMS data. The simulated impact durations matched well
with experimental data, which were in the range of 2 to 2.5 milliseconds.
Case 15 was a typical case in which the initial position of sRPAS was close to the coronal
suture instead of the human face. Under the frontal 58 degree impact with initial sRPAS
position being close to the frontal coronal suture (case 15 shown in Figure 4-3), the
predicted curve matched well with the scaled PMHS curve. The impact duration was 2.7
milliseconds. The peak value of simulated and scaled results were 383 g’s and 424.9 g’s,
respectively.
In the top 90 degree cases (10, 11, 12, 16 and 17 shown in Figure 4-3), the impact
durations from simulations and scaled PMHS experiments were similar, which were
approximately 2.5 milliseconds. However, the peak values from simulations were underpredicted. In case 10, 11 and 12, the peak values were 26.2%, 37.3% and 43.8% lower
than scaled PMHS data, respectively. In case 16 and 17, the simulated peak values were
similar to those of scaled experiments, which were only 12.2% and 2.6% lower than
those of scaled PMHS data.
Overall, the average peak linear acceleration of simulations was 376.1 g, which matched
well with scaled PMHS data of 367.42 g. Through root-mean-square deviation analysis,
the peak value of female simulation was 116.9 g varying from that of scaled PMHS
experiment with normalized root-mean-square deviation of 0.32.
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Figure 4-3 Head resultant linear acceleration of female. Experimental data were
scaled digitized PMHS experiments data from ASSURE report.

4.3.2 Resultant head rotational velocity verification
In the lateral 0 degree cases (1, 2, and 3 shown in Figure 4-4), simulation-predicted
rotational velocities matched well with scaled data in terms of patterns. However, for
lower-velocity cases (case 1 and 2 which had initial velocities of 16.8 m/s – 55.1 FPS,
18.3m/s – 60.1 FPS, respectively), the peak value were over-predicted, which were
36.0% and 23.3% higher than those of scaled PMHS results, respectively. In case 3, both
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curve shapes and peak values matched well with experiments. The model-predicted peak
rotational velocity and scaled PHMS value were 2216.9 and 2212.9 deg/s, respectively.
In the frontal 58 degree impact cases (case 4, 5, 6 and 7 shown in Figure 4-4), the shapes
of time histories perfectly matched with experimental curves. However, the peak value of
case 4, 5 and 6 were under-predicted, which were 16.1%, 24.6% and 7.7% lower than
scaled PHMS data. In case 7, the peak value was over-predicted by 39.4%.
In the lateral 58 degree impact cases (8, 9, 13 and 14 shown in Figure 4-4), the curve
patterns matched. Generally, the simulations over-predicted the peak rotational velocity.
In case 8 and 9, the peak rotational velocities were 33.9% and 19.3% higher than scaled
PMHS values, respectively. In case 13 and 14, the peak values were 35.6% and 39.3%
higher than those of scaled experiments, respectively.
Under the frontal 58 degree impact with the initial sRPAS position near the coronal
suture (case 15 shown in Figure 4-4), the peak value of simulation happened at the end of
simulation, which was different from the scaled PMHS curves, in which the peak value
happened in the middle of impact duration. However, the simulated peak rotational
velocity matched well with scaled PMHS result with 9% difference between them.
In the top 90 degree impact cases (case 10, 11, 12, 16 and 17 shown in Figure 4-4), the
simulated curve shapes were similar to those of scaled PMHS experiments. However, the
peak rotational velocities happened earlier than those of scaled curves showed. However,
the peak rotational velocities matched well with experimental values, except for case 17,
in which the peak value was under-predicted by 53.9%.
Overall, the simulation-predicted average rotational velocity was 1677.6 deg/s, which
was 12.5% higher than the scaled PMHS average of 1466.9 deg/s. In root-mean-square
error calculation, the peak value of female simulation was 538.6 deg/s different from that
of scaled PMHS experiment with normalized root-mean-square value of 0.36.
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Figure 4-4 Head resultant rotational velocity of female. The experimental data were
scaled digitized PMHS experiments data from ASSURE report.

4.3.3 Female vs. male head kinematics and injury metrics
Table 4-3 summarizes the results collected from the 17 small female cases, including
peak linear acceleration, peak rotational velocity, HIC, BrIC, maximum skull stress,
CSDM10 and CSDM15. For a comparison purpose, Table 4-4 summarizes the head
kinematics, injury metrics and injury responses of 17 average male cases, which are also
presented in Chapter 2.
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Table 4-3 the summarized head kinematics, injury metrics, skull von Mises stress
and brain strain value of female cases
Case #

Peak Linear
acceleration
(g)

Peak
rotational
velocity
(deg/s)

HIC

BrIC

Maximum CSDM10 CSDM15
skull
stress
(MPa)

1

454

2328

3105

0.7341

67.3

0.8879

0.568

2

498

2599

3817

0.7988

69.3

0.9199

0.632

3

556

2216

5488

0.7235

79.8

0.9008

0.5907

4

282

1319

1459

0.4095

97

0.685

0.2076

5

291

1407

1611

0.437

97.6

0.7245

0.2657

6

284

1360

1538

0.4244

98.1

0.7121

0.2468

7

254

2742

1169

0.8485

65.7

0.9561

0.7568

8

395

1723

2961

0.6274

74.4

0.6599

0.1531

9

443

1912

3638

0.6795

99.8

0.734

0.244

10

331

1097

2053

0.3395

28.98

0.1135

0.0153

11

336

1101

2550

0.3418

28.88

0.12

0.0173

12

355

992

2989

0.3077

36.23

0.0917

0.0148

13

408

1784

2979

0.6437

47.79

0.7692

0.3077

14

443

2509

4057

0.7824

73.5

0.9127

0.6054

15

383

1755

3030

0.5443

71.3

0.5717

0.1161

16

344

1111

2502

0.3437

28

0.1245

0.0177

17

329

557

2301

0.176

28.678

0.0637

0.009

Table 4-4 the summarized head kinematics, injury metrics, skull von Mises stress
and brain strain of male cases
Case #

Peak Linear
acceleration
(g)

Peak
rotational
velocity
(deg/s)

HIC

BrIC

1

284

1467

1311

0.4278

71.0

0.6377

0.2507

2

354

1581

1800

0.4636

77.6

0.6864

0.3296

3

391

1730

2380

0.4899

83.9

0.5714

0.1511
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Maximum CSDM10 CSDM15
skull
stress

4

213

1017

690

0.3150

102.0

0.5038

0.0748

5

220

1075

757

0.3339

100.0

0.4867

0.0694

6

218

1067

749

0.3319

104.0

0.4580

0.0599

7

194

1393

543

0.4309

107.0

0.8245

0.4935

8

303

1398

1669

0.4074

62.3

0.2402

0.0149

9

364

1556

2074

0.4448

76.3

0.2307

0.0124

10

272

931

1138

0.2879

26.5

0.1437

0.0155

11

298

897

1481

0.2783

25.8

0.1327

0.0149

12

317

777

1957

0.2423

66.7

0.0646

0.00081

13

337

1473

1652

0.4046

72.6

0.5849

0.1905

14

371

1812

2233

0.5098

86.8

0.7284

0.3612

15

371

1409

2124

0.4388

127.0

0.2561

0.0287

16

295

865

1482

0.2681

25.6

0.1117

0.0132

17

321

780

1987

0.2423

65.8

0.0666

0.0083

4.3.4 Male vs. small female in terms average values
Figure 4-5 shows the average values of all 17 cases. Small female overall experienced
24.7% higher average peak linear acceleration and 81.5% higher HIC than male,
repectively (Figure 4-5a & b). However, with higher linear acceleration and higher HIC,
small female still experienced similar skull stress with average male (Figure 4-5c).
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Figure 4-5 Average peak linear acceleration, HIC and skull stress comparisons of
male and female model.
Generally, small female experienced 31% higher peak roation velocity than averge male
did (Figure 4-6a). Small female experienced 41.7% higher BrIC than that of average male
(Figure 4-6b). For CSDM, small female expereienced 43% and 113.5% higher CSDM10
and CSDM15, respectively (Figure 4-6c & d).
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Figure 4-6 Average peak rotational velocity, BrIC and CSDM comparisons of male
and female model.

4.4 Discussion
To investigate the risk that sRPAS posted to vulnerable population such as small
female, we used a validated sRPAS FE model to investigate sRPAS to female head
impacts. Due to the lack of female PMHS experiments, the model was verified with
the head linear acceleration and rotational velocity data scaled from male PMHS
experiments. Our studies served as the first study on sRAPS to small female impacts
to provide data regarding brain strains and von Mises skull stresses. In general, results
indicated that small female would have higher injury risks during sRPAS to head
impacts, and hence need to be better protected.
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Results demonstrated that small female experienced 24.7% higher linear acceleration
than that of average male, which could be attributed to smaller head and weaker neck
[63, 69]. The average HIC value of small female was 2779.2, which was much larger
than that of average male. HIC was determined by the combination of linear
acceleration and the impact duration. Normally, the impact duration of small female
would be much shorter than that of male because of the lighter head mass [63].
However, under the shorter impact duration, the HIC value was still 81.5% larger
than that of average male. Our data demonstrated that the small female suffered
similar level skull von Mises stress with average male. It was considered that under
the sRPAS to human head impact, although the HIC and peak linear acceleration of
small female were larger than those of average male, the stress-related skull fracture
risks seemed not to change much.
The 17 female impact cases showed that brain strains were generally at a low level,
with most of brain strain under 0.15. However, in three lateral 0 degree (#1, #2 and
#3), one frontal 58 degree (#7) and one lateral 58 degree (#14) cases, large brain
strains were observed. Our data demonstrated that the investigation of brain injury
risks could more focus on frontal and lateral impact rather than top impact. Small
female also suffered 31% higher peak rotational velocity than that of average male,
and 41.7% higher BrIC. The comparison of CSDM10 and CSDM15 between small
female and average male demonstrated that small female experienced higher CSDM
values, indicating higher brain injury risks.

4.5 Conclusions
The developed sRPAS FE model was applied to conduct a total of 17 sRPAS to small
female impact simulations. The model-predicted linear acceleration and rotational
velocity generally agreed well with scaled PMHS data. The higher peak linear
acceleration and HIC values were observed for small female, though small female
experienced similar level of skull von Mises stresses compared to average male. The
strain analysis demonstrated that small female experienced higher CSDM10 and
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CSDM15 compared to average male. Hence, the protection of the brain should be
more focused on small female during sRPAS to head impacts
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Chapter 5
5

Conclusions and future work

5.1 summary and conclusions
Due to the increasing usage of sRPAS, protecting human from sRPAS to head impact is
needed. This thesis research was focused on understanding the sRPAS to head impacts to
support safety regulation development.
The project started with the development of a representative quadcopter sRPAS FE
model. Then, the sRPAS model was combined with the THUMS human body model. The
contact conditions between sRPAS and human body model were determined through
many trials comparing simulations to experiments. With invaluable PMHS experimental
results in the ASSURE reports, the developed sRPAS FE model was finally adjusted to
agree with the measurements of 17 cadaveric experiments.
Following with the sRPAS FE model development and validation, more simulations were
conducted for systematically understanding the injury metrics and injury risks under
sRPAS to head impact. By reasonably postulating that impact angle and location could be
different from the desired settings, the sensitivity studies were conducted to help better
understand head kinematics under slight changes of those initial parameters. The
sensitivity study proved that even tiny changes of angle or location could greatly affect
the head kinematics. The change rate (sensitivity) depended on the initial impact
directions. For example, top 90 degree cases had highest sensitivity to angel changes.
Lateral 58 degree had the highest sensitivity to the location changes.
Furthermore, a total of 68 cases were involved, including 6 different impact directions
and 12 initial velocities. The peak head kinematics values, including peak linear
acceleration and rotational velocity, were investigated. Moreover, several injury metrics
including HIC and BrIC were calculated and assessed based on their correlations to
head/brain responses such as maximum skull stress and CSDM. After excluding the
abnormal cases, the HIC presented strong correlation with skull stress. The HIC was
recommended for regulating the sRPAS safety.
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After completing the work of previous chapters, we noticed that all the understanding of
sRPAS to head impact was related to male population. However, there are other
vulnerable populations such as small female. To develop and verify an sRPAS-to-smallfemale model, the impact settings similar to those of male were studied. Due to the lack
of direct cadaveric data for small female, the scaling law was applied to the male PMHS
results. Generally, the curve patterns and peak values of simulations agreed with the
scaled results. The small female was found to experience similar level of skull stress as
the averaged male did, even though small female had higher linear acceleration and HIC.
Regarding brain strain, the small female experienced higher strain compared to the male
during the same impact conditions.

5.2 Limitations
There are several limitations in this thesis. The first limitation was that the cadaveric data
for the sRPAS to head impact is limited, partially because this is a novel and relatively
new research direction. The lack of sRPAS to female cadaveric experiments limits the
validation of sRPAS to small female modeling. In this thesis, the small female
simulations were verified with the scaled data based on male PMHS experiments. For
male models, although extensive validation on head kinematics has been conducted, there
was no direct validation on head responses such as brain strain during sRPAS to head
impacts. Nevertheless, the human model used in this study has been validated against
brain-skull relative motion data and been extensively used in automotive and sports
collision fields. In addition, the head model was justified to be appropriate for brain strain
analysis as the strain level predicted in this thesis was in the range comparable to those
automotive and sports-relevant head impacts.
The second limitation was that a no-fracture version of the human body model was used
and hence the stress values predicted by the model should be referred as a comparative
purpose as once fracture was allowed and happened and then the stresses would maintain
or decrease.
The third limitation was that the representative sRPAS FE model did not show of the
feature of falling camera during the impact. From the observation of PMHS video, the
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failing cameras were observed in some cases, especially for the cases with camera
assembly fixtures contacting with human head. The camera falling might affect the
head/brain responses at a later stage of the impact.
The last limitation was that the developed sRPAS FE model did not have a complex
battery model. The battery component was defined as a simplified block with an elastic
material. For a physical battery, the material is much complex. Generally, Lithium-ion
(Li-ion) battery was used to drive sRPAS. The Li-ion battery has several coating layers
and polymer layer separators with different material model and properties assigned. The
geometry and materials assigned can directly determine the overall mechanical properties
and deformation situations during impact.

5.3 Future study
This thesis research delivers a novel approach to investigate head/brain injury risks under
sRPAS to human head impact. Based on this study, there are several opportunities for
future research of understanding the risks of sRPAS impact.

5.3.1 Injury metrics
Due to sRPAS structure variances, how and where the sRPAS interact with the head
would greatly affect HIC values. The correlations between HIC and maximum skull
stress was not that strong. However, when the correlation was investigated under each
individual direction, the correlation level became stronger. From this point of view,
simple blocks simulation was recommended as a method to eliminate the sRPAS
structure effects and find the safety HIC value for sRPAS system. The simple block
simulation could be done by using a similar weight of block instead of complex sRPAS
to find out how HIC value changes under different impact directions. Further
investigation on BrIC is needed. Especially, how BrIC, or a new injury metric could be
better correlated to brain strain needs to be studied, which could help to mitigate brain
strain related injuries. The current injury metrics used for evaluating the injury risk of
sRPAS to human head impact were widely used for automotive safety in which the
impactors were much heavier than sRPAS, and the impact durations of automotive were
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much longer than that of sRPAS. Thus, the current injury metrics such as HIC and BrIC
still need to be further evaluated and new injury metrics need to be found for impacts
with lightweight sRPAS.

5.3.2 Vulnerable population
More research is much needed for small female to sRPAS impacts. Due to the limited
time frame, current simulation cases can only simply compare the injury metrics and
injury risks parameters between different sexes. More simulations are still needed for
completely understanding the sRPAS to small female impact such as the impact from all
possible directions. In addition, besides small females, the young child was also a
vulnerable population in public. It is believed that the children can suffer more severe
injuries compared to adults. They have lighter body and head mass, and their neck are not
that stiff compared to adults. Therefore, combining the sRPAS FE model to some
children models is needed for vulnerable population studies.

5.3.3 Protection method
The developed sRPAS to human head impact finite element system provides a feasible
opportunity for sRPAS manufacturer to design some methods to protect human head
from accidental sRPAS failing. For example, slightly reduce of sRPAS shell stiffness
might help to reduce the head kinematics responses and reduce the injury risks. This
could be easily done by adjusting the material properties of the sRPAS shell and
comparing the injury metrics or injury responses. Besides, some novel protection
methods could be investigated such as generating a soft padding foam on sRPAS body
shell. Different from the dummy test or cadaveric test, the finite element method provides
a direct insight of how skull stress and brain strain changes during the impact and the
simulation cost was relatively lower.

5.4 Novelty, significance and impact of work
1)

A representative quadcopter sRPAS FE model was developed and validated
according to cadaveric experiments. It is expensive and time consuming to set up
multiple experimental impacts with different impact angles, locations and
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velocities. This study offers a new cost-effective and efficient approach to
systematically investigate the sRPAS to human head impact.
2) This study developed a new way of analyzing the head/brain injury risks under

sRPAS to human impacts. The human head FE model was numerically embedded
with accelerometers which can accurately collected the time history of head
kinematics. Additionally, new methods were developed to calculate HIC, BrIC,
maximum skull stress and CSDM. Those analysis methods could be directly
applied to further head impact investigations in the future.
3) The study reported sRPAS short impact durations, usually under 3 milliseconds. It

was found that for such short duration impacts, the HIC15 would be sufficient to
capture maximum HIC values. With short durations, the traditional 80g, 3
milliseconds clip used in automotive safety field would not fit for sRPAS to head
impact.
4) Compared to other head impact studies, the BrIC and rotational velocity did not

have a strong correlation with CSDM10 and CSDM15 in sRPAS to head impacts.
The shape of rotational velocities had huge effect on brain strains and affected the
strength of correlation. This study suggests an improved brain injury metric is
needed.
5) The differences between average male and small female were investigated. From

this study, the similar skull stress level but higher brain strain level were observed
in the small female. The data emphasized the importance of vulnerable population
studies, especially for the study of strain-related injuries.
6) Overall, this study provided unique understanding of the head kinematics, injury

metrics, and injury mechanism under sRPAS to head impact.
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